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was conditioned initially by the great relief felt at the orderly behavior of
the American troops. Many Japanese stated that the conduct of the occupation
forces had dealt a blow to the prestige of their military class by disproving
propaganda claims about American cruelties. The dispelling of the fear that
Chinese or Russian troops might be used for occupation duty also served to
contribute to the friendly reception given American forces.

A sustaining factor in the friendly relations prevailing between U.S. troops
and civilians was the wide-spread expectation on the part of the latter that the
occupation forces would devote their efforts to alleviation of Japanese food,
fuel, and other welfare problems. Among the Japanese, however, there was a
definite popular disapproval of open fraternization, and the subject of greatest
interest to all civilians was how soon the occupation forces would depart.

Captain F. D. McCorkle, during his inspections of Japanese combatant ships
at Sasebo, had an excellent opportunity to study their naval officers, and makes
the following enlightening observations:

"From conversation with a young ensign who was born and lived 17 years in
Pasadena before his return to Japan in 1936, it is obvious that the true
plight of Japan was concealed from such officers as he and, of course, all
those below him. Consequently, it may be assumed only a very minor per-
centage of the Japanese were acquainted with the true state of Japan or the
outside world on 10 August 1945. All had learned what bombings and fires
meant; so, regardless of what they really knew about what was going on,
not one (civil or military) ever failed to signify that the was glad the
war was over.

"Commander Destroyer Squadron Five is of the further opinion that much
misunderstanding can occur with the Japanese because of their language.
Apparently it in no way approaches English in its capacity to communicate
thoughts and ideas precisely and accurately. For example, in a transaction
with Japanese, it is much better to write out a statement than to speak it.
Short sentences spoken two or three times often cannot be understood, yet
when written down are grasped instantly due to the Japanese practiced
capability of determining the meaning of a group of characters assembled
together, rather than one tor a word signifying one meaning and one mean-
ing alone.

"This was confirmed by Captain Tobita (the Japanese liaison officer for
inspections) who further stated that control of a naval ship and its weapons
(where language must be precise) was a burdensome matter to the Japanese.
He appeared amazed, and so stated repeatedly, at seeing a yeoman take down
five minutes of dictation and then find in a few minutes more a full plan
of inspecting a dozen or so ships for the following day, including all
plans for transportation, boats, and or vehicles, times, names, etc.

"For the Japanese to bring a smnall boat alongside requires no end of talk.
Whether the evolution is smart depends on conditions. It is always careful
and slow; also, the coxswain can always know each man of the crew will per-
form accurately, exactly what he has been told to do. The crew do what they
are told very precisely, but if something upsets the plan, then the talk is
bedlam, and they must often start all over again."
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